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Chapter 2751 Settling accounts after autumn (2) 

As Xia ruofei led Zheng Yongshou forward, he said,””Don’t stay on peach source Island for too long, in 

case the sect becomes unstable. After a day of rest, you can return to the star Seizer sect! If there’s 

anything, I’ll contact you immediately. You just need to act as usual. ” 

“Yes, master!” “Yes,” Luo Qingfeng replied respectfully. 

Xia ruofei glanced at Luo Qingfeng and said,””As the sect leader, you still need to strengthen the 

management of the sect. I don’t want the star Seizer sect to become a place to hide filth and accept 

filth. I’ve only taken in three of your subordinates. Zheng Yongshou once plotted against his senior 

brother for a treasure, and Wang Boshan even raped an innocent girl and caused her death for his own 

desire. Who are these people?” 

After Xia ruofei had subdued Wang Boshan and Zheng Yongshou, he had asked them what they had 

experienced in the illusory formation and why they were so frightened. Wang Boshan and Zheng 

Yongshou didn’t dare to hide anything from Xia ruofei’s inquiry. They told him everything. After Xia 

ruofei heard it, he felt that his three views had been subverted. 

Hearing this, Luo Qingfeng could not help but look a little embarrassed. He quickly said,””Yes! Master, 

this subordinate had indeed only cared about his own cultivation in the past and neglected the 

management of the sect. I will definitely correct it in the future! Then ... How should we deal with Wang 

Boshan and Zheng Yongshou?” 

If they did not have a relationship with Xia ruofei, and Wang Boshan and Zheng Yongshou were just 

ordinary disciples of the star Seizer sect, Luo Qingfeng would have disposed of them without hesitation 

just based on the evil deeds that Xia ruofei had pointed out. However, their identities were different 

now. Strictly speaking, they were the same as Luo Qingfeng. They were both Xia ruofei’s “private 

assets”. Luo Qingfeng would definitely not dare to make his own decision. 

Xia ruofei thought for a moment and said,””Let’s put Zheng Yongshou’s matter aside for now. I know 

that in the cultivation world, the weak are prey to the strong, especially in the recent years when there 

is a severe shortage of cultivation resources. I’m afraid that there are many similar phenomena like him, 

right?” 

“The cultivation world is short of resources,” Luo Qingfeng said awkwardly.”Many people will do 

whatever it takes to fight for resources. There are even times when senior brothers and disciples turn 

against each other ... But such incidents are rare within the star Seizer sect.” 

At this point, Luo Qingfeng felt that he did not have much confidence, so he quickly added,””At least, it’s 

rare to see someone reporting to me ...” 

Xia ruofei pouted and said,”it’s probably because you’re a sect leader who doesn’t care about the 

outside world!” Or perhaps they are too lazy to care about many things!” 

“This subordinate is lazy, I will definitely correct it in the future!” Luo Qingfeng said with his head 

lowered. 



“Let’s leave Zheng Yongshou’s matter aside for now. After all, he didn’t harm society!” Xia ruofei said, 

and then his eyes turned cold,”however, Wang Boshan’s actions have crossed my bottom line. Quickly 

deal with him!” 

“Yes! Master!” Luo Qingfeng said without hesitation. 

As long as he had Xia ruofei’s instructions, Luo Qingfeng would naturally not feel any psychological 

pressure when he carried them out. As for Wang Boshan’s life and death, he did not care at all. 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,”Wang Boshan is still in charge of some of the star Seizer sect’s 

assets in the secular world, right?” You have to first find a disciple to replace him. This person not only 

has to be absolutely reliable, but also has to have a good understanding of the secular world and a 

certain level of business talent. And as far as I know, stars Corporation is not a small company. We must 

take this into account when dealing with Wang Boshan and can’t cause too much of a stir. ” 

Hearing this, Luo Qingfeng could not help but look troubled and said,””Master, why don’t we just get rid 

of him? these worldly possessions are not worth mentioning ...” 

“Silly!” Xia ruofei said mercilessly,”is this just a matter of money? Why did you set up such a point of 

contact in the secular world? Was it to earn money? Stars Corporation has finally grown, how can we 

give it up so easily?” 

“Yes! Master, I was short – sighted!” “Master, there’s a disciple in the sect that you can absolutely 

trust,” Qingfeng Luo said hurriedly.”He usually also takes on the job of purchasing and has more contact 

with the secular world. But in terms of business ...” 

“You can learn if you don’t understand!” Xia ruofei said,”let him learn from Wang Boshan!” Just say that 

you want to transfer Wang Boshan back to the sect and let this disciple take over his position. I will talk 

to Wang Boshan again and he will definitely do his best to teach that disciple of yours. He will definitely 

not dare to hold back! When the disciple you choose is able to control stars Corporation, you can 

transfer Wang Boshan back to the sect. By then, wouldn’t it be a matter of a word to deal with him?” 

Qingfeng Luo’s eyes lit up and he said,””Master has a way! This subordinate has learned! After we go 

back, we’ll make the necessary arrangements!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,””Punishing Wang Boshan is because his actions have crossed my bottom 

line. At the same time, it is also an explanation for the young girl who was humiliated to death! But I 

don’t want to deal with it after the matter is over. After you return to the sect, you must strengthen the 

restrictions on the members! When necessary, catch a few classic examples and kill them as an example 

to others. In short, the general atmosphere must be strengthened!” 

Xia ruofei was a cultivator himself. In the current cultivation world, his cultivation was considered pretty 

good. Hence, he knew how much harm a cultivator could bring to society if he were to cause trouble. 

Since he had indirectly taken control of the star Seizer sect, the first thing he had to do was to restrain 

the people. Otherwise, if someone were to commit evil, he would be implicated as well. 
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“Master,” Luo Qingfeng said quickly,”I will remember this. I will manage it strictly when I return. I will 

not let you down!” 



Xia ruofei and Luo Qingfeng talked as they walked. Soon, they found Zheng Yongshou, who was waiting 

at the same place. 

Zheng Yongshou saw Luo Qingfeng following behind Xia ruofei respectfully and knew that Xia ruofei 

must have succeeded. 

He quickly walked up to her. 

Xia ruofei had already set up a formation nearby, so there was no danger for Zheng Yongshou to walk 

around. 

“Master!” Zheng Yongshou first greeted Xia ruofei respectfully, then looked at Luo Qingfeng awkwardly 

and called out unnaturally,”master ...” 

Luo Qingfeng nodded and said,””Yongshou, let bygones be bygones. We’re all working for our master 

now, so we just have to do our part.” 

Xia ruofei also smiled and said,””Whatever happened between you two will remain the same in the 

future. I don’t want this matter to affect your relationship. Qingfeng is right, we served our own Masters 

before, but now we’re all in the same pot, so don’t hold any grudges. ” 

“Yes, master!” The two of them quickly said in unison. 

Xia ruofei brought the two of them to the project department building. Wang Boshan was still waiting 

for news in the building. 

Of course, he did not know that Xia ruofei had already sentenced him to death. Even if he knew, under 

the effect of the soul seal, he would still be willing to die. 

On the way, Xia ruofei took out the satellite phone from the spirit map space and called Li Yifu, who was 

waiting in the open sea. He informed Li Yifu that the alarm had been lifted and that he should Return to 

Paradise Island immediately. 

Li Yifu couldn’t help but be overjoyed when he heard this, and he repeatedly cheered. 

Xia ruofei brought Luo Qingfeng and Zheng Yongshou back to the project department building. There 

was no one else on the island except for them. Xia ruofei found a random reception room and called Luo 

Qingfeng and the other two over. He explained the next step to them. 

Just like what he had told Luo Qingfeng, he would arrange for Wang Boshan to return to the star Seizer 

sect, and Luo Qingfeng would choose someone to take over his position. 

Wang Boshan would never disobey Xia ruofei’s orders. Besides, it was definitely better to return to the 

sect than to stay in the secular world. Therefore, Wang Boshan agreed with a smile and patted his chest 

to promise that he would teach the senior brother who would take over his position as soon as possible 

to smoothly hand over stars Corporation. 

As for Luo Qingfeng, he naturally returned to the star Seizer sect to take charge. Zheng Yongshou’s array 

Dao was quite good, so Xia ruofei chose to let him stay on Peach Blossom Island to help. 



The two of them naturally accepted the order with pleasure, especially Zheng Yongshou, who felt that 

he had been valued by his master, and was so excited that his face turned red. 

“Martial granduncle! I’m back!” Li Yifu’s voice came from outside the door. 

“Come in!” Xia ruofei laughed. 

Li Yifu pushed the door open and entered. He immediately looked at Luo Qingfeng. When he saw Luo 

Qingfeng standing respectfully in front of Xia ruofei, he knew that this operation must have been a great 

success. 

When he thought about how even a golden core cultivator had become his grand uncle-master’s 

servant, which was equivalent to indirectly controlling a cultivation sect, Li Yifu couldn’t suppress the 

excitement in his heart. Even though he was already in his eighties or nineties, his excitement was still 

evident in his words. 
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Qingfeng Luo and Zheng Yongshou both looked at Yifu li, who was walking in from the door. 

It was Luo Qingfeng’s first time meeting Li Yifu. Xia ruofei said,””Qingfeng, this is a junior from my sect. 

His name is Li Yifu. In the future, when I’m not around, you will listen to his commands!” 

Li Yifu was only a low – Level cultivator at refined Qi Level 4. Such a cultivation could only be ranked in 

the lower – Middle range of the star Seizer sect. In the past, Luo Qingfeng, who was a golden core 

cultivator, would not even look at him. However, it was different now. Xia ruofei had personally ordered 

him to do something. How could Luo Qingfeng dare to slight him? 

“Yes, master!” Luo Qingfeng quickly replied. 

Xia ruofei said,”alright, it’s already past midnight. You guys should rest.” There are a lot of empty rooms 

here, Wang Boshan, go and arrange it!” 

“Yes, master!” Wang Boshan quickly replied. 

Xia ruofei gestured to Li Yifu, and he quickly followed Xia ruofei. 

The two of them went to the luxurious suite that Xia ruofei was staying in. 

As soon as he entered, Li Yifu asked impatiently,””Grand uncle – Master, did the process of capturing 

Luo Qingfeng go smoothly? Are you hurt?” 

Although he had already seen Luo Qingfeng standing respectfully below Xia ruofei, Li Yifu still felt like he 

was dreaming. After all, he was facing a golden core cultivator! Although Luo Qingfeng did not 

deliberately emit his aura, Li Yifu could not help but feel the pressure when he stood in front of Luo 

Qingfeng. This was the suppression of the level of life. In a sense, golden core cultivators had completely 

broken away from the scope of ordinary people and could even be regarded as a higher level of life. 

Of course, Li Yifu knew that the result was a success. What he was most worried about was whether Xia 

ruofei had encountered any danger or gotten injured in the process of subduing Luo Qingfeng. 



Xia ruofei chuckled and said,”the process was indeed a little complicated, but it was finally completed 

successfully!” Don’t worry! I’m not injured, and I even got a lot of benefits ...” 

“Benefits?” Li Yifu was a little confused. 

Xia ruofei smiled and didn’t say anything. He directly released his cultivation aura. 

Li Yifu was stunned for a moment, then his eyes widened and he looked at Xia ruofei in surprise. He 

cried out,””Grand uncle – Master, you ... You ... You’ve broken through?” 

Although Xia ruofei’s aura was not as obvious as Luo Qingfeng ‘s, Li Yifu, who was a cultivator, could still 

feel the similarities between the two. There was only one explanation for this. Xia ruofei had also broken 

through to that level. 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”you’re quite lucky. You’ve finally broken through a major realm. However, 

you haven’t really reached the Golden core stage. I’ll explain this to you later.” Speaking of which ... Luo 

Qingfeng’s contribution to the successful breakthrough this time can not be overlooked!” 

“He helped you break through?” For a moment, Li Yifu felt that his brain was not enough. In the end, he 

made a guess that he thought was the most reasonable,”grand uncle – Master, did you try to break 

through directly after you subdued him? Did he give you some help during your breakthrough?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and shook his head.””It’s not that simple ... I did misjudge Luo Qingfeng’s strength, 

which almost caused the Taixu xuanqing formation to collapse. With no other choice, I could only force 

myself to inject vital energy into the formation to maintain it and cultivate to absorb spiritual energy at 

the same time to offset the rapid consumption. In the end ... I used too much force when I started 

cultivating, and I reached the point of breakthrough ...” 

Li Yifu took a deep breath. He could feel how dangerous the situation was just by listening to Xia ruofei’s 

simple description. 

Li Yifu felt that his heart could not take it anymore. With a look of disbelief, he said,””Senior granduncle, 

you’re saying that ... You ... Broke through at the last minute?” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”not only that. At that time, Luo Qingfeng had already broken through a few 

layers of arrays and was near the core array board. I was at the critical moment of my breakthrough and 

could not move at all. Now that I think about it, I’m still a little scared.” 

After that, Xia ruofei called Li Yifu to the sofa and sat down. He took out some tea leaves to make tea 

and explained the whole battle in detail to him. 

This time, he had subdued a golden core cultivator and indirectly controlled a cultivation sect. Besides, 

his cultivation had also broken through a major realm. Furthermore, the Paradise of cultivation had 

finally overcome its crisis and become one of his strongest trump cards. Many happy events had 

befallen him at the same time. Naturally, Xia ruofei was very excited. With his mind so active, he could 

not fall asleep at all. 

Hence, Xia ruofei simply told Li Yifu about it in detail. After all, he wanted to share such a happy thing 

with others. Of course, he had definitely hidden the part about the spirit map scroll. 



As for the breakthrough part, he said that he was struggling to break through a bottleneck. In the end, 

Luo Qingfeng’s palm full of vital Qi happened to become a helping hand, allowing him to break through 

the bottleneck in one fell swoop and quickly complete the breakthrough. Then, he was able to reverse 

the disadvantage. 

After Li Yifu heard this, he couldn’t help but be secretly speechless. At the same time, he felt a wave of 

fear. He said,””Martial granduncle, it was really too dangerous this time! If it wasn’t for your great 

fortune and your Swift reaction, you might have already ...” 
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Xia ruofei felt the same way. He nodded and said,””You and I both lack understanding of the means of 

golden core cultivators. I didn’t expect Luo Qingfeng to have so many trump cards and so much power. 

Now I know that a person like him who has been cultivating for more than a hundred years has a 

terrifying Foundation. The overall strength of the cultivation world is also far higher than we imagined. If 

we really encounter cultivation sects in the future, we have to be more careful. ” 

“Yes, martial granduncle’s words are extremely true!” Li Yifu nodded and said. 

“But no matter what, the crisis this time has finally been resolved!” Xia ruofei laughed and said,”from 

the results, it can’t be more perfect! Now that we’ve taken over a cultivation paradise like the peach 

source Island, we’ll be in a favorable position at the right time and place. Don’t waste such a good 

cultivation environment. After all, you’re not young anymore. If you want to advance further in your 

cultivation, you’ll have to put in more effort than ordinary people. ” 

“I understand!” Li Yifu said,”senior granduncle, you’ve given me the Guiyuan Scripture and developed a 

treasure land like the peach source Island. If I still can’t make a breakthrough in my cultivation, I’ll really 

let down your care, senior granduncle! This disciple will never forget the great kindness that martial 

granduncle has shown this disciple!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and waved his hand.”Since you call me senior granduncle, it’s my responsibility to 

guide you and provide you with the best cultivation environment.” You and I are on the same side, so 

there’s no need to be so polite. Although you have to work hard in your cultivation, you can’t be too 

hasty, or it’ll easily lead to an unstable foundation, and it’ll be more difficult to break through to the 

next realm in the future. ” 

Li Yifu had not even reached refined Qi Level 5 yet, but Xia ruofei was already preparing for him to break 

through the shackles of the refined Qi stage in the future. 

Li Yifu hurriedly replied,”your disciple understands. Thank you for your reminder, senior granduncle!” 

“I’ll tell you what to do next!”Xia ruofei said. 

“Yes!” Li Yifu said,”grand uncle – Master, please give me your instructions!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”the situation here is pretty much stable. I’ll be back in two days.” I’ll be 

focusing on recruitment in the coming days. ” 



Xia ruofei had already recruited some veterans, including some excellent officers and retired soldiers of 

the lone wolf assault team. These people would gather at the three mountains for a short period of 

training before being sent to Paradise Island to be responsible for the safety of the entire Island. 

Although the array could defend against the attacks of cultivators, the daily safety and the operation 

and maintenance of some safety facilities on the island required manpower. 

Hence, other than the security personnel made up of elite veterans, Xia ruofei also wanted to recruit 

some staff to maintain the daily operations of the island, such as tower supervisors, weather forecaster, 

dock manager, and so on. 

Xia ruofei continued,”foster husband, as the array continues to operate, the cultivation environment 

here will get better. So, I hope that you can stay on Peach Blossom Island and help me manage the 

entire Island.” Of course, the most important thing is that the environment here should be more 

beneficial for your cultivation. ” 

Li Yifu showed a grateful expression and said without hesitation,””Thank you for your consideration, 

senior granduncle!” 

Before he met Xia ruofei, he did not even dare to imagine that he could break through the shackles of 

the meditational stage. He did not even dare to imagine that there was a place with such dense spiritual 

Qi in the world. In the future, he would be able to cultivate in such a dense spiritual energy bath every 

day. He couldn’t help but be overjoyed at the thought of this. 

“Besides the daily management of the island, I also hope that you can start learning about arrays. In the 

future, when I’m not on the Paradise Island, you must at least be able to control the arrays to a certain 

extent,” said Xia ruofei. 

When Li Yifu heard this, he couldn’t help but feel a little uncertain. 

He hesitated for a moment.”Grand uncle – Master, I don’t have any Foundation in the field of arrays. I’m 

afraid I won’t be able to meet your expectations in a short time ... Besides, the Taixu xuanqing formation 

is of such a high level. I don’t think I can control it with my weak spiritual power cultivation, right?” 

Xia ruofei said,”I’ll make a simple Dharma Treasure that can communicate with the core array. This way, 

as long as you’re within the range of the array, you can control it to a certain extent. It doesn’t require a 

high level of spiritual power.” 

“If that’s the case, I can give it a try, but I’m afraid ...” Li Yifu said. 

“You must have confidence in yourself!” Xia ruofei laughed and said,”the array path is not as difficult as 

you think. If you calm down and learn, you will definitely gain something!” 

“Alright, this disciple will listen to senior granduncle!” Li Yifu said. 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”Luo Qingfeng and Wang Boshan will leave Peach Blossom Island tomorrow.” 

I’ll let Zheng Yongshou stay behind to assist you. His array Dao level is also not bad, so you can also 

consult him often. I’ll give him a heads up, he definitely won’t dare to hide it!” 

“Yes! Senior granduncle!” Li Yifu replied respectfully. 



He was touched because Xia ruofei had been so thoughtful. 

Xia ruofei stood up and walked into his bedroom. Then, he took out two books on arrays that he had 

prepared in advance from the medium. He had used his free time to copy them down. 

Xia ruofei passed the two books on arrays to Li Yifu and said with a smile,””I should be staying on the 

island for another day or two. You should read these two books about array Dao in these two days. If 

there’s anything you don’t understand, just ask me directly.” 

“Alright, martial granduncle!” Li Yifu said,”I will definitely study hard. It’s just that I’m not very talented. 

I’m afraid ...” 

“Don’t worry! I don’t expect you to become an array expert. ” Xia ruofei chuckled and said,”you only 

need to have a general grasp of the array Dao. It’ll be fine as long as you don’t know the concept of it.” 

The control Dharma Treasure he was going to make could be controlled by different spiritual power 

techniques. Even cultivators who didn’t know anything about arrays could use some of the functions of 

the array as long as they mastered the corresponding spiritual power techniques. 

However, he knew the truth but not the reason. Xia ruofei didn’t want Li Yifu to stay at this level, so he 

still hoped that he could learn some array knowledge. 

Even if Li Yifu really didn’t have talent in this area, it would be good to have some knowledge of arrays. 

Only then did Li Yifu let out a sigh of relief. He suddenly felt less pressure. 

“Yes, martial granduncle!” He said. I understand. ” 

In fact, Li Yifu was not afraid of difficulties, nor was he hesitating about Xia ruofei’s task. He was most 

worried that he would not be able to do the job that Xia ruofei had given him. If he made a mistake in 

the future or caused an accident because he did not know about arrays, it would not be good. 

Li Yifu and Xia ruofei chatted for a while before he got up and went back to his room. 

It was already four in the morning and the sky was starting to light up, but Xia ruofei was not sleepy at 

all. 

Therefore, he simply took out the map of Paradise Island from the medium and began to study it. 

In order to activate the Taixu xuanqing formation, Xia ruofei had made some changes. However, there 

was no large – scale construction, and the layout of the island was basically the same. 

In the future, there would be many ordinary people working on the island. The big and small formations 

contained in the Taixu xuanqing formation naturally needed to be arranged to a certain extent, and 

some forbidden areas were drawn out on the island. Otherwise, the staff would be accidentally trapped 

in the formation in the future, and they would not be able to work and live normally. 

It would be fine if it was a trapping array, but if he accidentally entered a killing array, he would lose his 

life. 



Hence, Xia ruofei had to further plan the island’s functional zones according to the current layout. At the 

same time, he had to make adjustments to the array to ensure safety and the convenience of the staff 

on the island. 

These drawings were left by the Liu family. Some of them were effect drawings, depicting the 

appearance of the island after the completion of the construction. Some were construction drawings, 

which clearly showed the functional area of each part of the island. 

Although there were still some unfinished work when the Liu family withdrew, most of the construction 

had been completed. The layout of the island was basically the same as on the drawings. 

As Xia ruofei looked at the blueprint, he used a pencil to write and draw on it. Soon, the prototype of an 

array formation was formed. 
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This plan was much simpler than the modification of the activation formation. 

The activation of the Taixu xuanqing formation had to be precise to the point of no error. Otherwise, it 

would affect the effect of the formation. 

This time, Xia ruofei planned the island. He only needed to make reasonable arrangements according to 

the existing functional zones of Peach Blossom Island and draw out some forbidden areas. This was 

because some of the defensive formations of the Taixu xuanqing formation could be adjusted according 

to the actual situation. 

Hence, Xia ruofei spent about an hour to complete the task. 

At this time, the sky outside the window had already revealed a trace of white. Xia ruofei stood up and 

stretched lazily. He moved his hands and feet, then sat cross – legged on the bed and cultivated for a 

while. 

The Taixu xuanqing formation had always been running, so the concentration of spiritual Qi on the 

Peach Blossom Island was much higher than the outside world. Although it couldn’t be compared with 

the inside of the spirit map space, it had at least met the conditions for cultivation. 

The most important thing was that after the purification of the Taixu xuanqing formation, the spiritual 

energy in the formation was not as heterogeneous and violent as the outside world. The cultivators on 

the island could directly absorb the spiritual energy for cultivation. 

Xia ruofei had just broken through the shackles of the Qi refining stage last night and consolidated his 

cultivation in the spirit map space. However, at least 90% of the genuine Qi in his dantian had not been 

converted into primordial Qi. There was no bottleneck at this stage. As long as he cultivated steadily, he 

would be able to succeed naturally. 

Xia ruofei also hoped to reach the Golden core stage as soon as possible, so he was more active in his 

cultivation. 

The second level of the “great Dao Arts” was even more mysterious and complicated. Fortunately, Xia 

ruofei had obtained the information from the Jade talisman of inheritance, so there was no problem 

with his proficiency. However, the spiritual Qi gathered by the Taixu xuanqing formation was not dense 



enough. For Xia ruofei, who was used to using crystals or cultivating in the spirit map space, he was not 

used to it. He always felt that the amount of spiritual Qi He absorbed was too little, and his cultivation 

speed was very slow. 

In fact, even if the spirit Qi gathered by the Taixu xuanqing formation had not reached its optimal state, 

the cultivation environment here was better than most places on earth. Even some small cultivation 

sects might not be able to reach such a concentration of spirit Qi. 

Moreover, Xia ruofei’s cultivation speed was far beyond that of ordinary cultivators. This was also the 

reason why Luo Qingfeng was so surprised when he saw that Xia ruofei had only consolidated his 

cultivation for such a short period of time but had already transformed 10% of his vital energy. 

However, Xia ruofei was used to the speed and environment of his cultivation. He was like a person who 

was used to eating delicacies. He was not used to having a simple meal. 

Xia ruofei finished his cultivation at around eight in the morning. He checked and realized that the 

amount of genuine Qi that had been converted into vital Qi after two hours of cultivation was not even 

one percent. He could not help but shake his head. 

He got up and went to the bathroom to wash up, then walked downstairs. 

Luo Qingfeng, Zheng Yongshou, and Wang Boshan were already waiting for Xia ruofei on the first floor. 

Li Yifu had also woken up early and was also waiting on the first floor. 

Wang Boshan even prepared everyone’s breakfast. There was a staff cafeteria in the building, and there 

were many ingredients stored in the refrigerator. Wang Boshan didn’t need to leave the building to 

prepare breakfast. 

They did not dare to leave the building as the formation was still in operation. Only Xia ruofei knew 

where was safe and where was full of danger. 

Seeing Xia ruofei walk out of the elevator, Li Yifu quickly went up to him and greeted him 

respectfully,””Senior granduncle!” 

Luo Qingfeng and the others also quickly came forward to greet him. 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”everyone’s up early!” Let’s have breakfast first!” 

After the meal, Xia ruofei said to Luo Qingfeng and the others,””Then let’s follow my arrangements 

yesterday. Everyone, go and do your work! Qingfeng, go back to the sect directly. Wang Boshan, go back 

to your stars Corporation. Both of you must keep in touch!” 

“Yes! Master!” “Yes!” Luo Qingfeng and Wang Boshan responded in unison. 

Xia ruofei then said to Li Yifu,”Yifu, go with them to evatz Island and bring back Liu An’s crew. I’ll be 

preparing to return to China in two days.” Oh right, bring back bainilatti as well. ” 

During the evacuation, Liu An’s crew naturally could not stay on Paradise Island. Xia ruofei had arranged 

for them to be on standby at the nearby evates Island. Now that the crisis had been averted and Xia 

ruofei was preparing to return to his country, he naturally had to bring the crew back. 



“Alright, martial granduncle!” Li Yifu replied. 

“Come back as soon as possible after you’ve picked them up.” Xia ruofei said,”there are still some things 

I need you to do.” 

“Yes!” Li Yifu said. 

Xia ruofei led everyone out of the project department building. He took a deep breath of the air that 

was filled with spiritual essence and said,””You can go directly to the dock to take a boat! The island’s 

great formation is only activated to gather spirit energy. I’ve already shut down all the other defensive 

formations, so there’s no need to worry about safety!” 

“Yes!” “Yes, master,” Luo Qingfeng replied.”I’ll take my leave then!” 

“Go!” Xia ruofei waved his hand and said. 

From the corner of his eye, he saw the ancient ring on Luo Qingfeng’s hand, and his heart skipped a 

beat. Xia ruofei had already noticed it when they fought yesterday. He saw that things often appeared 

out of thin air in Luo Qingfeng’s hands. Naturally, he knew that Luo Qingfeng definitely had a storage 

treasure. 

“Qingfeng, are you wearing a storage ring?” Xia ruofei asked after some thought. 

Chapter 2756 The storage ring (2) 

Luo Qingfeng was stunned for a moment. He quickly took off the ring and presented it to Xia ruofei with 

both hands, saying,””Master, it’s my fault ... This is a storage ring that I obtained by chance. There are 

some treasures that I’ve accumulated over the years. Please accept them!” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand and said,”you’ve misunderstood!” I’m your master, not a Bandit. Why would I 

take your things? Quickly put it on!” 

Luo Qingfeng looked at Xia ruofei in confusion. He did not know whether he should keep the ring or 

insist on giving it to Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”what are you thinking?” I just wanted to ask you if there’s any way to buy a 

storage ring. If possible, I would like to buy a few!” 

Xia ruofei had his own spirit map space, which was more useful than any storage ring. Naturally, he did 

not need it. 

However, he also knew how convenient it was to have a storage treasure. Therefore, if possible, he 

wanted to buy a few to give one to Ling Qingxue and Song Wei. He also wanted to give one to his little 

disciple Tang Haoran and his Grand disciple Li Yifu. 

Only then did Qingfeng Luo realize that he had really misunderstood. He put the ring back on 

embarrassedly, and at the same time, he could not help but feel touched. 

Under the control of the soul seal, his subconsciousness was completely submissive to Xia ruofei. He was 

Xia ruofei’s private property, let alone the storage ring. However, Xia ruofei still respected his ownership 

of the goods. He was obviously a very kind master. 



Luo Qingfeng thought for a moment and said,”master, if it was a hundred years ago, storage rings would 

still be precious. However, they would not be rare.” But now the cultivation environment is getting 

worse and worse, and many years ago, those Yuanying and above cultivators disappeared without a 

trace. These people in the cultivation world now simply don’t have the ability to refine storage rings, so 

these things are becoming more and more rare and can’t be bought with money. ” 

Xia ruofei was mentally prepared, so he nodded and said,””Alright then! Keep an eye on this for me. If 

there’s any news in this area, report it immediately. ” 

“Yes! Master!” Luo Qingfeng hesitated for a moment and said,”if you really need a storage ring, master, 

this one can ...” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand and said,”I’ve already said that I won’t snatch your things ...” 

“Master,” Luo Qingfeng quickly said.”I’m willing to offer it to you, master ...” 

“Isn’t that the same?” Xia ruofei said,”alright, I’m just asking. You can go now!” 

He was not interested in Luo Qingfeng’s storage ring, and there was only one. Should he give it to Song 

Wei? Or should he give it to Ling Qingxue? If a bowl of water wasn’t flat, the backyard could easily catch 

on fire, so at least two pills were needed. 

“Alright!” Luo Qingfeng could tell that Xia ruofei really did not want his ring, so he could only nod 

helplessly. 

“Master, I’ve heard something about the storage ring ...” He added after some thought. 

“Oh?” Xia ruofei raised his eyebrows and said,”tell me!” 

“There are often people in the cultivation world who organize auctions to exchange information.” Luo 

Qingfeng said,”there will be an auction in a month’s time. It will be organized by the falling leaves sect 

and the location will be in a city near the falling leaves sect. There is news that there might be more than 

one storage ring at the auction ...” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but be stunned.””The fallen leaves sect?” 

“Yes! Master, have you heard of this sect?” Luo Qingfeng asked. 

Xia ruofei nodded and did not say much. He asked directly,”Is the information accurate? Didn’t you say 

that storage rings are quite rare these days? why is there more than one at this auction?” 

Xia ruofei was naturally very familiar with the fallen leaf sect because the first soul slave he took in, Liu 

chengfeng, was from the fallen leaf sect. Hence, he had learned a lot about the fallen leaf sect through 

Liu chengfeng. It could be said that other than the star Seizer sect, the sect he understood the most in 

the cultivation world was the fallen leaf sect. 

Naturally, Xia ruofei would not tell Luo Qingfeng about this in detail. 

“This subordinate has only heard of it, the news has not been verified.” Luo Qingfeng quickly said,”it is 

said that the storage ring was made by the same weapon refining master. There are three of them in 



total, and they are a set. Of course, we can’t rule out the possibility that it’s fake news, and even if it 

really appears in the auction, I’m afraid the price will be pushed to a very high price ...” 

Xia ruofei nodded.”I understand ...” He said.”Is that auction open to all cultivators?” 

“We need an invitation! In recent years, the cultivation environment has been getting worse and worse, 

and some rogue cultivators are unscrupulous in order to obtain cultivation resources. Therefore, the 

auctions in recent years are generally small – scale, mainly for the sake of safety. Only those who know 

each other well will be invited. ” Liu chengfeng said,”but our star Seizer sect will definitely receive an 

invitation. Master, do you want to participate?” 

“En, since there’s news of the storage ring, there’s no harm in taking a look,” Xia ruofei said,”pay 

attention to the news of this auction and see if there are any storage rings. I’m preparing to go and 

experience it. Remember to remind me a few days in advance. ” 

“Alright! Master!” “Yes!” Luo Qingfeng quickly said,”I will make the proper arrangements!” 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and asked in embarrassment,””Oh right, this kind of auction ... What do 

they usually use to pay? It can’t be secular coins, right?” 

The money in the secular world, even the firm US dollars or euros, was worthless in the eyes of 

cultivators. Only cultivation resources were the most important to them. If money couldn’t be 

exchanged for cultivation resources, what was the difference between money and waste paper? 

However, since it was an auction, it naturally had to be measured with a universal currency. After all, 

bartering was not very convenient. The value of the items was different, and if one wanted to 

successfully trade, it would take a lot of effort. 

Qingfeng Luo was a little surprised. He had always thought that this young master must have a powerful 

sect behind him. He did not expect that he did not even know some common knowledge about the 

cultivation world. 

Of course, the general knowledge of the cultivation world in Luo Qingfeng’s eyes might not be clear to 

some low – Level cultivators in the Qi refining stage. They had not reached that level yet. Hence, Xia 

ruofei might not be able to understand some things very well just through Liu chengfeng and Zheng 

Yongshou. 

However, since Xia ruofei had asked, Luo Qingfeng did not dare to disobey. He explained 

patiently,””Master, in this kind of auction, we usually use spirit stones to trade.” 

Then, he took out a few crystals that contained a certain amount of spiritual Qi from his storage ring and 

handed them to Xia ruofei.”This is a spiritual stone. It contains a certain amount of spiritual Qi. 

However, compared to the spiritual crystal that master gave me, the spiritual Qi in the spiritual stone is 

much worse in both quality and concentration.” 

Xia ruofei took it and looked at it. These spiritual stones were all cut according to the standard. Each one 

was the same size and the spiritual Qi inside was almost the same. No wonder they were used as 

currency. 

The concentration of spiritual Qi in spiritual stones was indeed much lower than that of spiritual crystals. 



Even so, this kind of spirit stone was considered a relatively precious cultivation resource. Not only could 

it be used as money, but it could also be used directly for cultivation. 

Xia ruofei understood immediately. No wonder Liu chengfeng and the others did not mention anything 

about spiritual stones. With their cultivation, they had probably never touched spiritual stones before. 

“Can crystals be used as currency?” Xia ruofei asked. 

Although these spiritual stones were low – grade, Xia ruofei did not have any! The most inferior things 

he had were spirit crystals. Now, he didn’t even need spirit crystals. He directly used origin crystals for 

cultivation. 

“Of course you can!” Qingfeng Luo said,”according to the market price in the past, one spiritual crystal 

can be exchanged for 1000 spiritual stones. Now, there is a price but no supply. After all, spiritual 

crystals are very rare. If someone is willing to exchange spiritual crystals, I’m afraid they can be 

exchanged for at least 1200 spiritual stones.” 

Hearing this, Xia ruofei felt relieved.””That’s good! Alright, you guys can set off!” 

Chapter 2757 A simplified version of the formation plate (1) 

Although he didn’t know how much the storage ring would be sold for, Xia ruofei still had a lot of 

spiritual crystals. He also had origin crystals that were much more precious than spiritual crystals. No 

matter what, he should have the capital to compete at the auction. 

Of course, Xia ruofei wanted to attend the auction not only for the storage ring, but also to experience 

the auction event of the cultivation world. At the same time, it was a good opportunity to learn more 

about the situation in the cultivation world. 

In the past, Xia ruofei had always been very cautious when it came to matters related to the cultivation 

world. Now that he had a cultivation sect under his control and had a golden core cultivator like Luo 

Qingfeng as his assistant, he finally had some confidence. 

Although this kind of strength was not the top in the cultivation world, at least ordinary forces would 

not come to provoke them for no reason, so the possibility of an accident was not high. 

Luo Qingfeng and the others had left the Peach Blossom Island. Even Zheng Yongshou had left with 

them, mainly to send off Luo Qingfeng. Although the two of them were now Xia ruofei’s servants, their 

Master – disciple relationship would not change. Xia ruofei would naturally not reject such a request. 

Li Yifu had also gone to evatz Island to pick up Liu An and the rest of the crew, so Xia ruofei was left 

alone on Paradise Island. 

He walked around the island and checked the operation of the Taixu xuanqing formation. 

After two adjustments, the formation had reached its current best state. 

Although the array had suffered some damage when they were trying to capture Luo Qingfeng last 

night, it was not the foundation of the array. It was just a partial collapse due to the lack of spirit Qi. 

After one night, the array had been completely repaired. 



Peach Blossom Island wasn’t big and Xia ruofei was very fast. It didn’t take long for him to make a round 

of the entire Island. 

He simply found a rock facing the sea and sat down cross – legged, starting to practice the ‘great Dao 

formula’. 

Now, Xia ruofei’s enthusiasm for cultivation had clearly increased because he could see the results every 

time he cultivated. The only difference was the magnitude of the effect. There was no bottleneck at all. 

As the cultivation progressed, the genuine Qi in Xia ruofei’s dantian slowly turned into Yuan Qi. Although 

the speed was not fast, it continued. 

Of course, the so – called slow speed was only Xia ruofei’s own feeling. If Luo Qingfeng knew about his 

cultivation speed, he would definitely take a deep breath. 

It was not until noon when a fishing boat appeared in the distance that Xia ruofei stopped and got up. 

After a short while, the fishing boat had already docked at the dock of Peach Garden Island. 

It was Li Yifu and Zheng Yongshou, who had brought Liu Anji and benilatti back to Paradise Island. 

Li Yifu asked the crew to go back to their rooms to rest, then he brought Zheng Yongshou and benilatti 

to Xia ruofei’s room. 

“Senior granduncle!” 

“Master!” 

The three of them greeted Xia ruofei respectfully. 

Xia ruofei nodded and asked,”have Qingfeng and wangboshan left?” 

“Yes, I dropped them off at the airport before coming back.” Zheng Yongshou quickly replied. 

“En!” Xia ruofei nodded and said,”I’m going back to China tomorrow. After I leave, my foster husband 

will be in charge of this place. All of you must obey his orders! Do you understand?” 

“Yes! Master!” Zheng Yongshou and bainilatti responded in unison. 

Xia ruofei continued.”My adopted husband’s knowledge of arrays is still lacking. Yongshou, you have to 

help him control the array as soon as possible.” 

When Zheng Yongshou heard this, he realized that Xia ruofei actually wanted Li Yifu to control the Taixu 

xuanqing formation. He quickly said,””Yes! Master, I will spare no effort to assist senior li! However, this 

subordinate’s array Dao level is only average. I’m afraid ...” 

Zheng Yongshou didn’t know how to address Li Yifu. In the end, considering Li Yifu’s age, he vaguely 

called him senior. In fact, Li Yifu’s cultivation was far worse than his. 

Initially, Zheng Yongshou was very confident in his array skills. However, when he had fallen into the 

Taixu xuanqing formation, he had not been able to resist at all. The illusory formation had directly 

broken through his heart. Xia ruofei had effortlessly planted a soul seal in his sea of consciousness, 

which had dealt a heavy blow to his confidence. 



Xia ruofei chuckled.”I don’t expect you to be of much help. You just need to tutor your adopted husband 

in the basic knowledge of arrays.” 

“No problem!” Zheng Yongshou quickly said. 

“You guys can leave first!” Xia ruofei said,”I have something to tell my adopted husband.” 

“Yes! Master, your subordinate will take his leave!” Zheng Yongshou quickly said and left the room with 

beniladi. 

Li Yifu waited for the two of them to leave before he said with a hint of worry,””Senior granduncle, this 

disciple’s skill is limited. I’m afraid that controlling the formation is beyond my ability.” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand and said,”you don’t have to think about this problem. I’ll naturally solve it.” 

You don’t need to understand too many array Dao principles. You just need to master a few spiritual 

power techniques. If you encounter any danger that you can’t resist, just activate the formation at full 

power and ask for my help at once. Under normal circumstances, unless a nascent soul old monster 

comes in person, the formation won’t be broken in a short time. ” 

The reason why it was difficult to capture Luo Qingfeng was that the array had just been activated, and 

the spirit Qi was not sufficient. The most important reason was that Xia ruofei wanted to capture Luo 

Qingfeng alive and not give him a chance to escape. He had placed him inside the array. 

If the formation was only used to defend against external enemies, the Taixu xuanqing formation would 

cover the entire Peach Blossom Island and form a tough protective shield. It would be extremely difficult 

to attack from the outside. 

“Yes, martial granduncle!” Li Yifu said without much confidence. 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”Alright, let’s put this matter aside. I have something else to discuss with you.” 

“Grand uncle – Master, please give me your orders!” Li Yifu quickly replied. 

Xia ruofei picked up the blueprint that he had marked in the early hours of the morning and handed it to 

Li Yifu.””I’ve marked out some areas here. Arrange for people to isolate these areas for the next few 

days. In the future, when the island’s manpower is gradually replenished, ordinary staff are forbidden 

from entering these areas. Some of the offensive arrays of the great array will be set up in these areas, 

so it will be very dangerous to enter. ” 

Formations like killing formations and bewildering formations also had to absorb spiritual Qi at all times 

to increase their power, so it was best to keep them in operation at all times. This way, they could be 

used at any time when there was danger. Thus, it was very necessary to draw out a restricted area. 

“Alright!” Li Yifu nodded and said,”I’ll get it done immediately!” 

Xia ruofei said,”there’s no need to keep this kind of project confidential. It’s just to install some barbed 

wire, power grid, warning signs, and so on. There’s no need to waste so much time. Just ask bainilatti to 

recruit some workers from the state of ponaattu. There are still some building materials left on the 

island. Once the workers are in place, we can start work.” 



The reason why Xia ruofei still kept bainilatti was that he considered that it would be much more 

convenient to have a completely reliable local. 

Besides, benilatti did not commit any evil deeds. The only thing he did was that he was too greedy and 

had no bottom line. However, after being implanted with the soul seal, this weakness was gone. No 

matter how greedy he was, he would never betray Xia ruofei. 

If he forcefully removed the soul seal, there was a certain probability of death. Even if he was lucky 

enough to survive, his sea of consciousness might be damaged and he would become an idiot. Hence, 

Xia ruofei did not want to do this unless it was necessary. 

“Understood!” Li Yifu said. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”go and arrange this.” I’m just about to refine a magic tool to control the great 

formation, so if there’s nothing special, don’t let anyone disturb me. ” 

“Yes, martial granduncle!” Li Yifu said respectfully,”this disciple will take his leave!” 

After Li Yifu left, Xia ruofei went straight to his bedroom and took out a Jade plate from the spirit map 

space. 

There were a lot of surplus materials among the materials that Li Yifu had transported over using the 

transport plane. This Jade plate was the leftover from that time. It was about the size of two palms. 

According to Xia ruofei’s request, it had been cut into an octagonal shape. 

Xia ruofei first adjusted his state of mind before he started to draw on the Jade plate. 

The core of the array was fixed in the cement room on the west side of the island. Xia ruofei was making 

a simplified version of the array board that he could carry with him. He could connect with the fixed 

core array board and control the array. 

... 

Most importantly, this simplified version of the small array disc could simplify the control process. One 

only needed to master simple spiritual power techniques to be able to send out simple commands such 

as opening, closing, and moving. 

This was similar to the difference between machine language, assembly language, and advanced 

language in a computer. It was the lowest level of machine language if one did not use the core array 

disc to communicate and transfer the array. Even Xia ruofei could not do this. Using the core disk array 

was equivalent to using assembly language. Although it was much simpler than machine language, it 

also required a certain amount of storage. Through this simplified version of the small array board, it 

was similar to the high – Level language in the computer. Even if one did not have any Foundation, they 

could still achieve control of the array. 

The creation of this small array disc was not too complicated. Xia ruofei had obtained the complete set 

of methods from the Jade talisman of inheritance. The array patterns were much simpler than the core 

array disc. With Xia ruofei’s current level, he could inscribe it with his hands. 

Xia ruofei spent almost an hour and successfully completed the simplified version of the small array disc. 



He tried to input his mental power into this simplified version of the array disc, and the experiment was 

very successful. He did not need to directly contact the core array disc to control the Taixu xuanqing 

formation. 

Of course, this method could only be used for simple control. It was not as flexible as directly connecting 

to the core array disc. 

However, for Li Yifu, it was enough. With these functions, it was enough to ensure the safety of the 

Paradise Island. No matter how complicated it was, he couldn’t control it. 

Xia ruofei kept the simplified array disc and called Li Yifu to come to his room immediately. 

Chapter 2758 Comrades gather (1) 

Without much effort, Xia ruofei taught Li Yifu how to use the simplified formation disk. 

In fact, it only required a few simple mental power techniques to control this disk array. It was not very 

difficult for cultivators. 

However, Li Yifu’s spiritual power cultivation was not very high, so he had some difficulties in mastering 

it. However, with Xia ruofei’s guidance, he mastered it very quickly. 

When Xia ruofei was making this simplified version of the array board, he had added some preventive 

measures. It required a specific spiritual power Technique to open it, similar to a ‘spiritual power 

password’. 

Even if other cultivators obtained this disk array, they would not be able to use it normally. 

Among the spiritual power techniques that Li Yifu had learned, the most important thing, in addition to 

the normal simple control of the array, was to activate this simplified version of the array board. Only by 

mastering these two steps could he use it to control the Taixu xuanqing formation. 

Of course, this kind of control was only a relatively simple operation. 

After all, Li Yifu had just started learning the array Dao, and he knew almost nothing about the 

principles. He knew how it was, but he didn’t know why it was. No matter how much Xia ruofei taught 

him, he could only master it. 

Moreover, Xia ruofei had left a loophole that only he knew on the simplified array board. This way, even 

if Li Yifu had any other thoughts, Xia ruofei could take back control of the array immediately. Even if he 

was outside the range of the array, he would not be affected. 

Of course, the probability of such a thing happening was extremely low. Xia ruofei did this because he 

was used to dealing with it carefully and taking precautions. 

After Li Yifu obtained the simplified version of the array board, he was also overjoyed. He was especially 

excited after he successfully tried to mobilize the array. He felt that he was finally not completely 

useless and could more or less share the burden of his grand uncle – Master. 

After seeing that he had mastered the use of the simplified formation disk, Xia ruofei let him go back to 

his work. 



At the same time, Xia ruofei also told Li Yifu to only keep the spiritual gathering function of the 

formation until the Forbidden Zone was built to avoid any accidents. In addition, the array disc had to be 

carried with him at all times. Once a cultivator invaded, he had to activate the defense at the first 

moment. 

Naturally, Li Yifu nodded his head in agreement. He also kept this matter in mind and did not dare to 

neglect it for even a moment. 

Xia ruofei stayed on peach source Island for another day. 

Bainilatti quickly recruited some local people from the surrounding islands to work. Li Yifu meticulously 

followed the drawings that Xia ruofei gave him and began to organize workers to pull up barbed wires 

and hang warning signs around the designated restricted area. Zheng Yongshou also actively assisted. 

Xia ruofei saw that they had completed their work in an orderly manner and was very relieved. The next 

morning, he took his Gulfstream G650 commercial plane and left Paradise Island. 

Before he left, Xia ruofei went to the shelter in the mountain at night and put back the food and supplies 

that he had stored in the origin space. He had stored all the supplies in the origin space in preparation 

for the worst case scenario. This way, even if something happened, he could only hide in the spirit map 

space and use the supplies to last for a long time. 

After the plane took off, it quickly entered cruise mode. 

Xia ruofei went into the room at the back of the cabin. After locking the door, he took out the crystals 

and started to cultivate. 

This period of time was the critical stage of transforming genuine Qi into vitality. Whenever Xia ruofei 

had the time, he would seize the opportunity to cultivate, hoping to complete this accumulation process 

as soon as possible. 

This was also because he could not help but be tempted after seeing the combat power of Luo Qingfeng, 

an early – Stage golden core cultivator. Not to mention anything else, just being able to ride a flying 

sword was enough to make Xia ruofei envious. 

Although Xia ruofei’s spiritual power had long reached the spirit gathering realm and it was not a big 

problem for him to control the flying sword, he could barely manage to fly on it. However, the purity of 

his genuine Qi was far from his Yuan Qi. It was not enough for him to support a long distance flight. 

It just so happened that there was no bottleneck in the transformation process. It was completed 

smoothly from the beginning to the end. It was just the accumulation of time. Naturally, Xia ruofei was 

very motivated to cultivate. 

He did not even come out of the back cabin when the plane stopped in rainboas for refueling. 

The back cabin was equipped with a seat with a seatbelt and a seatbelt light as well. Hence, the flight 

attendant did not dare to disturb Xia ruofei when he did not come out of the room. The Gulfstream 

G650’s take – off and landing were relatively stable. Even if Xia ruofei really fell asleep in bed, there 

would not be any major problems under normal circumstances. 



Naturally, Xia ruofei would not put on the seat belt when the plane was descending. With his current 

cultivation, even if the plane encountered strong turbulence in the clear sky, he could still easily stabilize 

his body. 

Hence, Xia ruofei spent the entire journey in cultivation. 

After more than ten hours of cultivation, about 20% of the true Qi in his body had been converted into 

Yuan Qi. 

If Luo Qingfeng knew about this, he would definitely be shocked. Back then, he had spent three years to 

complete the transformation of genuine Qi into vital Qi. Compared to Xia ruofei’s cultivation speed, his 

speed was like a snail’s crawl. 

Xia ruofei only walked out of the room in the back cabin after the plane landed smoothly at the 

Changping International Airport in San Shan. 

The return trip was very smooth, and the airflow on the route was also very stable. There were basically 

no bumps along the way. 

This time, it was a three – man flight crew. Li Yifu had transferred another pilot from his airline company 

in the United States. This pilot was called Zhou Zheng. He had been waiting for Xia ruofei and the others 

to meet up on peach source Island before they arrived. Zhou Zheng was originally flying the Gulfstream 

G650, and he was also a senior captain with very Advanced Piloting skills. Therefore, on the return trip, 

he directly joined the work of the cockpit. 

The three of them took turns to rest. After flying for more than ten hours, it was naturally much easier 

than Liu An and his crew. 

Xia ruofei had asked Liu An to arrange for Zhou Zheng’s accommodation and food. The crew had booked 

a long – term room in a hotel near the Changping International Airport. This time, they only needed to 

book an extra room. 

Xia ruofei dragged his luggage out of the business terminal of the airport and saw Lei Hu, who had been 

informed in advance, waiting there. 

When he saw Xia ruofei coming out from afar, Lei Hu quickly went up to him and called out,””Brother 

Xia!” 

Lei Hu immediately took Xia ruofei’s small suitcase. As Xia ruofei walked to the parking lot, he 

asked,””How many of my comrades are here?” 

Although Xia ruofei did not return to the three mountains, he had already called Lei Hu to make 

arrangements for the Veterans of lone wolf. Lei Hu was fully in charge of the reception this time. 

Lei Hu did not even think before he replied,”Brother Xia, there are more than 30 people who have 

settled in the Peach Blossom Farm now, and there seem to be a few cadres among them ...” 

Xia ruofei nodded. He knew that the officers must be the old company commander ma su and the 

others. He didn’t expect them to move so quickly. They had already completed the defense in such a 

short time and had asked Wolf King Guo Zhan to give them special permission to come over and help. 



“Oh right, there seems to be another group of people arriving today,” Lei Hu added.”They came by high 

– speed rail. I’ve already arranged for other brothers to pick them up at the station.” 

“A batch?” Xia ruofei was stunned and asked subconsciously. 

“Yes! He said there were more than twenty people. ” Lei Hu said,”I have already cleared out the rooms 

in advance. They can move in as soon as they arrive! By the way, this group of people shouldn’t be your 

old Army’s veterans, because the person who contacted me was old Xu!” 

Hearing this, Xia ruofei suddenly realized that these should be the comrades that Xu You had just found. 

When Xia ruofei first brought Xu Yougang back from Australia, he asked him to help contact some 

comrades who were willing to work on Peach Blossom Island. Now it seemed that the effect of his work 

was quite significant. He managed to get more than 20 people to work on Peach Blossom Island. 

After hearing Lei Hu’s words, Xia ruofei could not wait any longer. He said,””Go! Let’s go directly to 

Taoyuan farm!” 

Chapter 2759 In full swing (1) 

Taoyuan farm was located within the borders of the Changping District of Sanshan city. It was not far 

from the airport, and Lei Hu’s Mercedes – Benz soon arrived at the farm’s entrance. 

This car was under the name of the Paradise Corporation, and it often entered and exited the farm, so 

the guard directly raised the bar to let the car in. 

However, from the corner of his eye, Xia ruofei caught a familiar figure. He was standing at the window 

of the guardhouse and registering. There was a large army green backpack by his feet. 

“Hu, stop the car!” Xia ruofei called out. 

Lei Hu did not know what was going on, but he still stepped on the brakes subconsciously. The car was 

not fast to begin with, so it stopped very quickly. 

“Brother Xia, what’s the matter?” Lei Hu turned around and asked. 

“Wait for me,” Xia ruofei said. 

After that, he opened the door and stepped out of the car, walking towards the guardhouse. 

At this moment, the familiar figure of Xia ruofei had just completed his registration. He gave a friendly 

smile to the people in the Guardsman’s room and bent down to pick up his backpack. 

When he straightened his back, he saw a person standing in front of him. He was stunned for a moment, 

and then revealed an inexplicable look of surprise and called out,””Class monitor!” 

Xia ruofei also smiled in surprise and said,””Hahaha! Deng Yujun! It really is you! I told you that your 

back looks a little familiar!” 

Deng Yujun was Xia ruofei’s comrade in the same class when he was serving in the Army. Xia ruofei’s 

military service was two years older than him, and he had entered lone wolf two years earlier than him. 



Xia ruofei was already a class monitor when he retired from the Army. He took care of Deng Yujun when 

he was in the Army and the two of them had a good relationship. 

Deng Yujun was very talented in sniping, but his physical fitness was relatively weak, especially in a unit 

like the lone wolf assault team. His physical shortcomings were even more obvious. He was also selected 

to enter the lone wolf because of his talent in sniping. 

When he first joined the team, the harsh physical training made Deng Yujun complain endlessly, and he 

even wanted to retreat. At that time, Xia ruofei, who was still the Vice class monitor, took the initiative 

to talk to him and encourage him. At the same time, he used his spare time to give him special 

treatment based on his own experience in physical training. He focused on training his heart and lungs 

and core strength. In this way, Deng Yujun slowly adapted to the intensity of lone Wolf’s training. 

Therefore, Deng Yujun had always been grateful to Xia ruofei. 

“Class monitor!” Deng Yujun said excitedly. It was company commander MA who contacted me and said 

that your company needed to recruit a group of veterans to form the guard team, mainly to carry out 

missions overseas. I resigned without a second word!” 

“That’s great!” Xia ruofei punched Deng Yujun’s chest and laughed.”We can get together again in the 

future!” 

Then, Xia ruofei looked confused and said,””But ... Why did you retire? Didn’t you just get promoted to 

assistant class monitor when I left the Army?” 

The lone wolf assault team’s mobility was relatively lower than that of ordinary troops because it took a 

longer period to train an excellent Special Forces soldier. Therefore, the lone wolf assault team was 

mainly made up of officers and sergeants. The number of middle and high – Level sergeants was also far 

higher than that of ordinary combat troops. 

Looking at the time, Deng Yujun should have retired after becoming a Sergeant. Under normal 

circumstances, an excellent sniper had a long career. There would be no problem in choosing to be 

changed to a Sergeant. Even if he continued to be a Sergeant Major, the hope was still very high. Xia 

ruofei knew that some of the old squad leaders of the lone wolf assault team had already become class 

three Sergeant Major. There was even a class two Sergeant Major. Later, because he was too old, he 

was transferred to the training Brigade to be a shooting instructor. A class two Sergeant Major could 

already serve for longer periods of time and work until he retired. 

It wasn’t easy for the military to train an excellent sniper. The number of bullets used was uncountable. 

No matter how good a sharpshooter was, he still needed to be fed with bullets. Only after countless live 

ammunition shots and countless repetitions could the technical movements be formed into muscle 

memory. 

Deng Yujun revealed a bitter smile and said,”I retired at the end of last year. Class monitor, it’s a long 

story. I’ll tell you about it when I have the chance!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”sure!” Don’t think too much. Since you’ve already left the Army, you should 

just stay there and do well! Now that you’re here with me, I won’t mistreat you!” 

“That’s for sure!”Deng Yujun grinned. I’m a soldier that you brought out!” 



Xia ruofei patted Deng Yujun’s shoulder and said with a smile,”Go! Get in the car with me! I’ve just come 

back from another place. Let’s go and see what kind of brothers the wolf King has recruited for me!” 

“Yes!” Deng Yujun said. 

At this moment, Lei Hu had also gotten out of the car. He said very cleverly,”Class monitor, give me your 

backpack!” 

“Thank you! “I’ll take it myself ...”Deng Yujun said with a friendly smile. 

Lei Hu grabbed Deng Yujun’s backpack without a word and quickly walked to the car, putting the 

backpack in the trunk. 

Deng Yujun and Xia ruofei sat in the back of the Mercedes – Benz. Lei Hu started the car and drove 

towards the staff dormitory. 

When the car arrived at the office building, Xia ruofei saw that Ma Jia was actually organizing the 

Veterans for formation training. 

More than 30 people were divided into four horizontal rows and were training in unison in the square in 

front of the complex. Each horizontal row was commanded by a squad leader, while Ma Jia stood on the 

side and kept an eye on everyone’s training. 

Chapter 2760 In full swing (2) 

These veterans were all wearing army green spring and autumn clothes, but they didn’t have epaulets, 

caps, or military symbols. 

As they marched forward, they shouted out loud slogans. 

For a moment, Xia ruofei was in a daze, as if he had returned to the military camp. 

Deng Yujun and Lei Hu’s reaction was similar to Xia ruofei ‘S. Lei Hu, who had regained his senses, slowly 

stopped the car by the side. Xia ruofei and Deng Yujun quickly pushed the door open and got out of the 

car. 

Ma Jia saw Xia ruofei at first glance. He immediately blew the whistle and said loudly,””Stop! Rest for 

ten minutes!” 

Then, Ma Jia quickly walked towards Xia ruofei and said happily,””RUO Fei, I heard that you’re coming 

back soon, but I didn’t expect you to be back so soon! Eh? Deng Yujun? You’re finally here!” 

Deng Yujun subconsciously saluted Ma Jia at attention and called out,”Captain! Deng Yujun reporting for 

duty!” 

Ma Jia forced a smile and said,””I’m no longer a company commander. Now, we have to listen to 

director Xia’s orders!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”who said so?” You will always be our company commander! Yujun, don’t 

you think?” 



Deng Yujun was also a quick – witted soldier. He quickly said,”Yup! That’s right! Anyway, you’re my 

company commander when I’m discharged from the Army, so I’ll only recognize you as my company 

commander!” 

“You two kids, you were so close when you were in the Army, and now you’re still singing the same 

tune!” Ma Jia couldn’t help but curse with a smile. 

At this time, the retired soldiers who had been dismissed to rest also gathered around. 

“Class monitor Xia!” 

“RUO Fei!” 

“Little Xia!” 

They all greeted Xia ruofei and addressed him in all sorts of ways. Of course, there were also some 

veterans who had retired before Xia ruofei joined lone wolf. They were not very familiar with Xia ruofei, 

but Wolf King Guo Zhan had already introduced him to them before they came, so they naturally knew 

that Xia ruofei would be the future boss. So they all looked at Xia ruofei curiously from the outside. 

Some of the Veterans who greeted Xia ruofei were his former squad leaders, some were of similar age 

to him, some were discharged in the same year as Xia ruofei, and some were like Deng Yujun, who had 

less experience than Xia ruofei. Hence, everyone addressed him differently. 

The few veterans who had retired in the same year as Xia ruofei had not been doing well these few 

years. 

Some chose to retire. Although the retirement fee was relatively high, the professions and skills they 

had engaged in in the Army were hardly of use in other places. The retirement fee of hundreds of 

thousands of Yuan seemed to be a lot, but in fact, they could only last a few years if they were to sit and 

eat. If their business failed, this money would not even make a splash. 

As for those who chose to settle down, their situation was not much better. Many of them were settled 

in enterprises, and some were settled in work positions in public institutions. The daily life of eating, 

cooking, and cooking slowly eroded their fighting spirit. 

After receiving calls from Wolf King Guo Zhan or company commander ma su, most of the Veterans did 

not hesitate and chose to accept the invitation. Then, they gathered at the three mountains from all 

directions. 

Some had reported a few days ago, some were still on the way, and there would be more coming over in 

the next two days. 

Xia ruofei was also very happy and shook hands with everyone. 

Many of the Veterans who had left the Army earlier than Xia ruofei had not seen him for many years. 

Some of them had even taken good care of Xia ruofei, the new recruit, back then. Now that they were 

reunited at the three mountains, everyone was naturally very happy. 

Hugs, handshakes, and small talk filled the small square in front of the complex with a happy 

atmosphere. 



After a long while, Ma Jia let everyone resume their training. Some of these veterans had left the Army 

for many years, but they were still very determined to carry out orders, and their formation was still 

standard. Perhaps it was because they had not lived in the military for a long time, but their enthusiasm 

for training was still very high. Soon, they were in full swing again. 

Lei Hu brought Deng Yujun to the staff dormitory not far away to place their luggage. This building was 

still very new. It used to be used for employees ‘lunch breaks, and some of them lived here directly. 

After the company’s headquarters moved to the city, it was too inconvenient to go to work from here. In 

addition, the company also provided rent subsidies, so all the employees had moved to the city. Now, 

almost all the employees had been vacated, which was just right for the Veterans to use. 

Xia ruofei followed Ma Jia to the side of the square. Xia ruofei asked,””Captain, why are you here so 

quickly? I thought it would be a while before you’d be free! Have you already finished the matter of 

moving the troops?” 

“There’s never enough work to be done. After the 1000 – mile shift, there’s still a lot of work to be done 

at the new base!” However, I’m already a surplus officer, and after arriving at the new base, everyone 

will be reorganized according to the new order of establishment. The company will also have a new 

commander, so wouldn’t I be making things difficult for them if I stayed there? In addition, I think you 

need someone to help you organize the Veterans, so I asked the wolf King to approve a month’s leave in 

advance! He directly rushed over! It’ll take some time for old Liu and the others to get their leave 

approved!” 

Initially, Guo Zhan had recommended four officers to Xia ruofei. Other than the old company 

commander ma su, there were the military supplies supervisor Liu mingtian, the security company 

instructor Wu Jiasong, and the vehicle company deputy commander Zhong Lin. 

Ma SU’s situation was indeed a bit awkward. There was already a new company commander in his 

position, and this company commander who was transferred from the position of staff officer in the 

organization used to be a platoon commander under him. He was just a surplus officer in the company, 

but his prestige was so high. How could the new company commander work without restraint? 

Therefore, it was better for him to be tactful and take the initiative to take a long vacation and go far 

away, giving the position to the newcomer completely. 

As for Liu mingtian and the others, some of them had business needs and couldn’t leave for the time 

being, while some of them didn’t have people to replace them yet, so they still had to take over their 

positions as full – time cadres. 

However, it wouldn’t take too long. After the troops finished moving, the officers would be adjusted 

soon. By then, they would be able to take a break and come over. 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”that’s good too, old company commander. You’ve helped me a lot!” 

Otherwise, I’ll be worried about how to settle these old class monitor! I’m completely at ease now that 

you’re here!” 

Xia ruofei then pointed at the old soldiers who were training and said,””Old company commander, why 

are you starting training so quickly? Aren’t you in too much of a hurry?” 



“This is what the Veterans asked for,” ma su laughed and said,”besides, we’re free, so it’s good to find 

something to do!” Now that the equipment was not in place, they could only do formation training! 

Even so, everyone was still not thirsty! They’re clamoring to organize an armed off – Road run or 

something!” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh.”It seems that although the old class monitor has retired from the 

Army, their military quality hasn’t dropped much. Each of their formation movements are quite 

standard! I don’t think they’re too weak in terms of physical fitness!” 

“Isn’t that so?” Ma su said,”I’ve been leading soldiers for so many years. I can basically tell the quality of 

a soldier at a glance! These old soldiers were indeed not bad! With a little training, you can pick up your 

original profession and do the job of a guard without a problem!” 

Xia ruofei looked at the energetic veterans with joy and nodded.””There’s definitely no problem! Our 

lone Wolf’s soldiers are good wherever they go! It’s the same even if you take off your military 

uniform!” 

“By the way, old company commander, there will be more than 20 people reporting in today. They are 

not veterans from lone wolf, but they are all from the reconnaissance team, so their military quality 

should be good!” Xia ruofei said,”I’ll have to trouble you these days, old company commander! I’ll leave 

all the food, drinks, and sh * t of these dozens of people to you!” 

“No problem!” Ma Jia said with a smile. Leading troops is my old profession! I guarantee that you’ll be 

well organized and there won’t be a single mistake!” 

 


